We are excited to have you as a member of a camp crew team. It takes many people with many skills and talents to create a safe and fun camp. Setting up camp and delivering a wonderful experience takes hard work. Please read on for everything you need to know about being a member of the outdoor camp crew. If you will be serving in camp at a hotel event, we have a separate training document for you. Please don’t hesitate to reach out to your Crew & Volunteer Coordinator with any questions you may have.

THE 3-DAY® PINK BUBBLE

The 3-Day camp is a magical place! We can’t wait to welcome you to your home away from home for three days. Prepare to be inspired in unimaginable ways.

CREW STRUCTURE

Our crew is divided into two separate – but equally important – groups, crew stationed on the route and crew stationed in camp.

Route crew members are responsible for safely moving the walkers forward on the route and encouraging them every step of the way.

The camp crew members are responsible for helping to create a home away from home at the campsite by providing services and activities to make everyone feel welcome and comfortable. We ask that camp crew be flexible and willing to help in all areas based on their physical capabilities.

STAYING AT CAMP

It is important that camp crew members sleep in camp on Friday and Saturday night. In the event of inclement weather, we need all camp crew members present and ready to help clean up and/or relocate the campsite.
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT BEING A SUSAN G. KOMEN 3-DAY OUTDOOR CAMP CREW MEMBER.

WALK-IN/WALK-OUT
Crew members are stationed at the entrance to camp to officially scan walkers in and out each day. If you don't have immediate crew responsibilities, this is a great place to spread 3-Day spirit by cheering for the walkers as they arrive at camp in the afternoon and head out on to the route in the morning.

DINING TENT
In the dining tent participants gather together to eat, relax, and enjoy camp festivities. Members of camp crew teams staff the food lines to serve hot meals to walkers and crew.

SHOWERs
We have hot showers, sinks, a set of towels for each participant, and even hair dryers in the shower area. Camp crew members serve in the shower area by handing out towels and maintaining a clean environment.

SLEEPING TENT AREA
All participants will be assigned a single pink sleeping tent. Our Gear & Tent Crew members help load, transport, and unload participant gear. In addition, they work closely with our Camp Angels volunteers to help our participants set up their tents.

HYDRATION STATIONS
Camp crew set up and maintain water, sports drink supplies at several hydration stations throughout camp. Remember to hydrate and look out for your fellow participants!

MEDICAL
The Medical area is run by the Medical crew, our friends in red. Walkers and crew can get medical aid in the Medical area on Friday and Saturday afternoon/evening and until camp closes on Saturday and Sunday morning.

REMEMBRANCE TENT
The Remembrance Tent is a quiet place where participants can reflect, remember and honor those lost.

MAIN STREET
Main Street is the area where participants can relax, enjoy treats, pick up their legacy pins, shop and check for mail from friends/family.

PINK INFO TENT
The Pink Information Tent is the information hub staffed by camp crew. This is also the location of check-in for all Camp Angels, camp performers, and day volunteers.

CAMP HOURS
Camp has specific opening and closing times. As camp crew, you will make sure walkers have started walking or are on the Sweep & Shuttle Van headed to the lunch stop each morning.

When camp closes on Saturday morning, camp crew can relax and enjoy some downtime! Once walkers arrive back to camp, crew members will begin working again.

COMMAND CENTER
The Command Center is the 3-Day operations hub. Open 24 hours a day, this is where crew members can get new communications equipment batteries, reimbursed for gas receipts, re-print event credentials and retrieve valuables at the lost and found.